Lesson 17 - Two Bear Cubs

By: Cat Marinucci
When you are **glancing** at something, you are taking a quick look at it.

When you first glance at this photograph, what do you see?
If you are scolding someone, you are angrily pointing out that person’s mistake.

Would a parent be correct for scolding a child for running into the street? Explain.
When you comfort or cheer someone up, you *console* him or her.

How would you console a friend who lost a favorite toy?
heroic

- Someone who is heroic is brave and acts like a hero.
- Why would a firefighter who saved a baby from a burning house be heroic? Explain.
When you are **drowsy**, you feel sleepy.

What happens when you feel drowsy?
A burden is a heavy load that is difficult to carry.

When is your backpack a burden?
Explain
If something **fills you with awe**, you are amazed by it.

What kind of animal might make you feel awe?
**concentration**

- **Concentration** is focusing your attention on a single thing.

- How does taking a test require concentration?
A **dilemma** is a problem or a difficult situation.

Could crossing the road be a dilemma for the bears? Why or why not?
If something is **commendable**, it is worthy of attention and praise.

Tell about a time when you did something commendable.